
 

Forever Grateful to Be Sure Consulting Mitigating a Domestic Abuse Cyber-Attack 

“I was referred to Rich Wistocki and BeSure Consulting for cyber security assistance when I 
found myself in a situation so very scary and foreign to me that I honestly didn’t know what to 
do or where to begin. My life had quickly been turned upside down by a heinous domestic 
abuse cyber-attack. Having built a successful career and professional network it was this 
avenue, my professional reputation and credibility, that was being targeted. The attack 
deployed against me was through social media platforms, extortion, impersonation tactics, and 
doxing (doxing is cyber abuse intended to exploit and financially harm the victim). The situation 
was in my face, in the public, yet the perpetrator was hidden behind the scenes. I felt as if I had 
been hijacked and left in a hostile foreign place and didn’t speak the language. Pursuing legal 
aid and working with law enforcement agencies was challenging to say the least; they too didn’t 
confidently speak the ‘cyber language’. The referral of Rich Wistocki and Be Sure Consulting 
became my shining light; Rich’s expertise has been a rare helping hand lifting me out of this 
very dark place. His multifaceted proficiency in cyber security, domestic abuse, law 
enforcement, and the judicial system melded together to create a solid plan and team. We 
dissected the cyber abuse, guided third party organizations and public sector units in 
persecution, and ultimately and thankfully were successful in holding the assaulter(s) 
accountable. Domestic abuse is not just tangible ‘black and blue’; in today’s computer age, 
when abuse takes it attack to the cyber world and ‘web’ it is professionals like Rich Wistocki 
and Be Sure consulting that help untangle the destruction. I am forever grateful for Rich 
Wistocki and Be Sure consulting”. 

Catherine R – Chicagoland, Illinois  

 
National Domestic Violence Hotline 
Hours: 24/7. Languages: English, Spanish and 200+ through interpretation service  
Domestic Violence Support | The National Domestic Violence Hotline (thehotline.org) 
800-799-7233 
 

https://www.thehotline.org/

